Hana Kimi Vol 1 Hisaya Nakajo
If you ally need such a referred Hana Kimi Vol 1 Hisaya Nakajo books that will meet the expense of you worth, get the completely best seller from us currently from several
preferred authors. If you want to witty books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are next launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all ebook collections Hana Kimi Vol 1 Hisaya Nakajo that we will completely offer. It is not something like the costs. Its nearly what you
infatuation currently. This Hana Kimi Vol 1 Hisaya Nakajo, as one of the most committed sellers here will agreed be along with the best options to review.

Library Journal 2004 Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a special section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior
libraries, 1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 1 Hisaya Nakajo 2004-09-07 Japanese-American track-and-field star Mizuki has gotten herself a transfer to a high school in Japan...but not just any school! To be
close to her idol, high jumper Izumi Sano, she's going to an all-boys' high school...and disguising herself as a boy! But as fate would have it, they're more than classmates...they're
roommates! Now, Mizuki must keep her secret in the classroom, the locker room, and her own bedroom. And her classmates - and the school nurse - must cope with a new
transfer student who may make them question their own orientation...
Hana-Kimi (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 5 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-07-02 The popular gender-bender romance is now reissued as a 3-in-1 omnibus! Mizuki Ashiya has such a crush on a track
star named Izumi Sano that she moves from the U.S. to Japan to enroll in the all-male high school he goes to! Pretending to be a boy, Mizuki becomes Sano’s roommate…but
how can she keep such a big secret when she’s so close to the guy she wants? After a pipe breaks in Dorm 1, Mizuki and Sano must share their room with Kadoma while it’s
being fixed. Kadoma is nice though—so nice he comes in to scrub Mizuki’s back in the shower! Later, Nakatsu asks Sano how he feels about Mizuki and then tells Sano they’re
now rivals!
Sugar Princess: Skating To Win, Vol. 2 Hisaya Nakajo 2008-11-04 Ice Princess meets The Cutting Edge! When ice-skating novice Maya Kurinoki lands a double axel for the first
time, coach Eishi Todo sees her potential and vows to make her a figure skating "princess." All Maya has to do is convince famous skater Shun Kano to become her partner. Too
bad Shun doesn't want to have anything to do with her! With a new owner threatening to close down their skating rink, Maya and Shun team up for a pairs skating competition in a
bid to save the place. Can Maya and Shun get their act together and skate well enough to come out on top?
Hana-Kimi, Volume 14 Hisaya Nakajo 2006 Closer QuartersPlumbing problems erupt in Dorm 1, forcing the residents to move into Dorms 2 and 3. Mizuki must now deal with two
male roommates, one of whom introduces her to a dorm custom she could never have imagined! Dr. Umeda reflects on his past after hearing from an old friend, while Mizuki and
Sano find their mutual attraction pulling them ever closer to the brink! Rated: T+
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 19 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-10-15 Raise the Bar This is what it's all been building up to...Shin, Izumi and Kagurazuka compete against one another in the high jump!
Then, Sekime gets his own moment in the spotlight when his classmates see him with a strange girl. But if we're talking "strange," she doesn't even compare to the woman who
comes onto campus and sweeps an embarrassed Nakatsu off his feet...Nakatsu's mother! -- VIZ Media
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 21 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-11-12 Chasing Dreams Love is in the air at Osaka High School--bittersweet and true, as Nakao confesses his feelings for Minami, and
Noe receives a Valentine's Day chocolate from a girl. While the whole gang goes to the bowling alley, Mizuki finds some time alone with Sano. How much longer can she pretend
to be a boy? How much longer can she hide who she is...and who she loves? -- VIZ Media
Understanding Manga and Anime Robin E. Brenner 2007-06-30 Provides information for librarians who are trying to build their manga and anime collections; discussing the history
of manga and anime, vocabulary, cultural differences in format and content, programming and event ideas, genres, and more.
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 17 Hisaya Nakajo 2007-04-17 What happens when the hottest guy in school is a girl?!? The Prettiest Boy In School...Isn't A Boy!Japanese-American track-andfield star Mizuki has transferred to a high school in Japan...but not just any school! To be close to her idol, high jumper Izumi Sano, she's going to an all-guys' high school...and
disguising herself as a boy! But as fate would have it, they're more than classmates...they're roommates! Now, Mizuki must keep her secret in the classroom, the locker room, and
her own bedroom. And her classmates--and the school nurse--must cope with a new transfer student who may make them question their own orientation... One Track Mind As the

giant track meet approaches, Mizuki and Sano face an assortment of foes: Sano's old high-jump rival Kagurazuka, and Sano's own little brother Shin! But Shin's trainer is the one
man Sano hates the most: his own father. Can Mizuki mend the rift in Sano's family? While Sano focuses on winning, one person is focused only on Mizuki: Nakatsu, the other boy
who loves her...
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 2 Hisaya Nakajo 2004-11-03 What happens when the hottest guy in school is a girl?!? The Prettiest Boy In School...Isn't A Boy!Japanese-American track-and-field
star Mizuki has transferred to a high school in Japan...but not just any school! To be close to her idol, high jumper Izumi Sano, she's going to an all-guys' high school...and
disguising herself as a boy! But as fate would have it, they're more than classmates...they're roommates! Now, Mizuki must keep her secret in the classroom, the locker room, and
her own bedroom. And her classmates--and the school nurse--must cope with a new transfer student who may make them question their own orientation... Personal Best High
jump champion Izumi Sano has realized that his slender new roommate Miyuki is a girl, but he's decided to keep her secret so she doesn't get kicked out of their all-boys' high
school. Now they're becoming good friends, without worrying about "guy" or "girl" stuff--or so Miyuki thought until Izumi kissed her one night! Before Miyuki has time to freak out, in
steps a bigger problem: her American half-brother Shizuki, who's not too thrilled to find out that his little sister is cross-dressing 24 hours a day. But handsome Shizuki has
problems of his own...
Hana-Kimi (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 7 Hisaya Nakajo 2014-01-07 The popular gender-bender romance is now reissued as a 3-in-1 omnibus! Mizuki Ashiya has such a crush on a track
star named Izumi Sano that she moves from the U.S. to Japan to enroll in the all-male high school he goes to! Pretending to be a boy, Mizuki becomes Sano’s roommate…but
how can she keep such a big secret when she’s so close to the guy she wants? Nakao confesses his love to upperclassman Nanba by giving him chocolates for Valentine’s Day,
and he convinces Mizuki to do the same with Sano. But as roommates and friends, a rejection could make Mizuki’s situation unbearable. And is she truly ready to confess her love
to Sano…as a boy?! Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for teen plus audiences.
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 15 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-09-17 A Kiss Is Just a Kiss? Unable to forget her near-kiss experience, Mizuki finds herself drawing ever closer to Sano, and not in a
"roommates" way, either. The tension builds when Nakatsu asks Sano point-blank: Do you like Mizuki? Can Nakatsu and Sano's friendship survive the answer? Meanwhile,
Sano's old high-jump rival returns, along with a surprising new challenger! -- VIZ Media
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 17 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-12-31 One Track Mind As the giant track meet approaches, Mizuki and Sano face an assortment of foes: Sano's old high-jump rival
Kagurazuka, and Sano's own little brother Shin! But Shin's trainer is the one man Sano hates the most: his own father. Can Mizuki mend the rift in Sano's family? While Sano
focuses on winning, one person is focused only on Mizuki: Nakatsu, the other boy who loves her... -- VIZ Media
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 1 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-08-20 The Prettiest Boy In School...Isn't A Boy! Japanese-American track-and-field star Mizuki has gotten herself to transfer to a high
school in Japan...but not just any school! To be close to her idol, high jumper Izumi Sano, she's going to an all-guys' high school...and disguising herself as a boy! But as fate
would have it, they're more than classmates...they're roommates! Now, Mizuki must keep her secret in the classroom, the locker room, and her own bedroom. And her classmates-and the school nurse--must cope with a new transfer student who may make them question their own orientation... Plus a bonus story, The Cage of Summer! -- VIZ Media
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 13 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-09-17 Diva by Design Mizuki is broke, so she lands a part-time job with Akiha, the photographer. Among her first-day experiences: spilling
tea on male diva supermodel "Alex." This sparks a mutual animosity that is not assuaged when Mizuki discovers the model's most closely guarded secret! Meanwhile, at Mizuki's
school, food is disappearing, with the culprits leaving flowers in place of what they've heisted! -- VIZ Media
Darlah Johan Harstad 2019-06-29 nasa organiseert een wereldwijde loterij: drie jongeren mogen een week, 172 uur, naar de maan. De gelukkige winnaars zijn Midori uit Tokio,
Antoine uit Frankrijk en Mia uit Noorwegen. Terwijl deze drie zich opmaken voor de ruimtereis, raakt in een bejaardentehuis in Miami een oude man in paniek. Door zijn jarenlange
post op een geheime luchtmachtbasis weet hij dat een nieuwe maanreis het einde van alles kan betekenen. Uit alle macht probeert hij de wereld te waarschuwen, maar het
aftellen is al begonnen. Johan Harstad schreef deze beklemmende pageturner als hommage aan films als Alien, Invasion of the Body Snatchers en Solaris. Het resultaat is een
loeispannende roman met een onvergetelijk einde.
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 16 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-09-24 Brothers Sano's little brother Shin returns! Shin has become a rising star of the high jump, and he's determined to prove himself by
beating his older brother. But that's not the only blood on the track...the one coaching Shin is their father! Can Mizuki just sit back and watch as Sano fights the father he turned
away from...and the brother who never forgave him for doing so? -- VIZ Media
Manga: The Complete Guide Jason Thompson 2012-07-03 • Reviews of more than 900 manga series • Ratings from 0 to 4 stars • Guidelines for age-appropriateness • Number of
series volumes • Background info on series and artists THE ONE-STOP RESOURCE FOR CHOOSING BETWEEN THE BEST AND THE REST! Whether you’re new to the world
of manga-style graphic novels or a longtime reader on the lookout for the next hot series, here’s a comprehensive guide to the wide, wonderful world of Japanese comics! •
Incisive, full-length reviews of stories and artwork • Titles rated from zero to four stars–skip the clunkers, but don’t miss the hidden gems • Guidelines for ageappropriateness–from strictly mature to kid-friendly • Profiles of the biggest names in manga, including CLAMP, Osamu Tezuka, Rumiko Takahashi, and many others • The facts
on the many kinds of manga–know your shôjo from your shônen • An overview of the manga industry and its history • A detailed bibliography and a glossary of manga terms

LOOK NO FURTHER, YOU’VE FOUND YOUR IDEAL MANGA COMPANION!
Ik jaag op killers Barry Lyga 2013-02-25 Stel je voor: een prachtige, zonnige dag en adembenemend natuurschoon Jammer alleen van dat lijk.Jasper Dent, die liever Jazz wordt
genoemd, is een leuke, aardige jongen. Charmant zelfs, zouden sommigen zeggen. Maar hij is ook de enige zoon van de beruchtste seriemoordenaar ter wereld, een vader die
de `quality time met zijn zoon soms wel erg letterlijk nam. Jazz heeft plaatsen delict gezien op een manier waar politieagenten een moord voor zouden doen: door de ogen van de
dader.Jazz vader zit al jaren achter de tralies, maar toch duiken er ineens overal lijken op. Alweer. Om te bewijzen dat moord echt niet in zijn genen zit besluit Jazz de politie te
helpen met zijn unieke kennis van zaken. Maar is hij wel zo anders dan zijn vader ?`Heerlijk gruwelijk. Jazz angsten en twijfels maken dit tot een diamant van een boek. Publishers
Weekly
Hana-Kimi (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 3 Hisaya Nakajo 2012-07-03 What happens when the hottest boy in school is a girl?!? Reads R to L (Japanese Style), for audiences rated teen
plus. Mizuki Ashiya has such a crush on a track star named Izumi Sano that she moves from the U.S. to Japan to enroll in the all-male high school he goes to! Pretending to be a
boy, Mizuki becomes Sano’s roommate…but how can she keep such a big secret when she’s so close to the guy she wants? Intimate Relationship Mizuki’s big lie gets even
messier when her male alter ego starts dating Julia, the transfer student from America. Plus, a certain devious teacher targets Mizuki’s friend Nakatsu and levies charges that
could ultimately get him kicked out of school! As she struggles to keep her cover and her cool under pressure, things heat up more than ever for Mizuki and her classmates.
Sugar Princess: Skating To Win, Vol. 2 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-09-17 With a new owner threatening to close down their skating rink, Maya and Shun team up for a pairs skating
competition in a bid to save the place. Can Maya and Shun get their act together and skate well enough to come out on top? -- VIZ Media
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 20 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-10-29 Chasing Dreams Nakatsu's mom is in town, and she has plans for her son: she wants him to go home after graduation to take care
of the family business! Will Nakatsu give up his dreams of becoming a star soccer player? Meanwhile, another student at Osaka High School prepares to put his heart on the line.
Nakao confesses his love to upperclassman Minami...but can Minami really have feelings for a boy? -- VIZ Media
Angel Sanctuary, Vol. 9 Kaori Yuki 2005-08-09 Life as an angel can be hell! The angel Alexiel loved God, but she rebelled against Heaven when she saw how disgracefully the
other angels were behaving. She was finally captured, and as punishment sent to Earth to live an endless series of tragic lives. She now inhabits the body of Setsuna Mudo, a
troubled teen in love with his sister Sara. Setsuna's misery mirrors the chaos among the angels, and their combined passions threaten to destroy both Heaven and Earth.
Setsuna's body is dead on Earth, and the two women who love him will do anything to bring it back to life. Kurai, the last Princess of Gehenna, agrees to marry Lucifer in return for
a potion to revive Setsuna. She enters the deepest bowels of Hell, where she soon gets lost. Can Arachne help save her, or will a deadly secret doom Kurai to an eternity as the
Dark Lord's bride? In Heaven, Sara tries to convince Raphael to resurrect Setsuna--but the archangel refuses to help unless Sara joins him in bed first!
Hana-Kimi Hisaya Nakajo 2005-07-06
Book Review Index 2005 Every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation.
Hana-Kimi (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 2 Hisaya Nakajo 2012-05-01 The popular gender-bender romance is now reissued as a 3-in-1 omnibus! Mizuki Ashiya has such a crush on a track
star named Izumi Sano that she moves from the U.S. to Japan to enroll in the all-male high school he goes to! Pretending to be a boy, Mizuki becomes Sano’s roommate…but
how can she keep such a big secret when she’s so close to the guy she wants? It looks like Mizuki’s cover might be blown when she finds out she’s going to have to compete…in
a cross-dressing match. She’s going to have to be a boy pretending to be a girl—but that might give away that she’s already a girl pretending to be a boy. Plus, a schoolmate has
a crush on Mizuki…only he’s super confused because he thinks she’s a boy!
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 8 Hisaya Nakajo 2005-10-11 What happens when the hottest guy in school is a girl?!? The Prettiest Boy In School...Isn't A Boy!Japanese-American track-and-field
star Mizuki has transferred to a high school in Japan...but not just any school! To be close to her idol, high jumper Izumi Sano, she's going to an all-guys' high school...and
disguising herself as a boy! But as fate would have it, they're more than classmates...they're roommates! Now, Mizuki must keep her secret in the classroom, the locker room, and
her own bedroom. And her classmates--and the school nurse--must cope with a new transfer student who may make them question their own orientation... Male Models Tired of
Sano and Mizuki taking their relationship so slow, Julia confronts Sano to get him moving faster. But Sano has more things to worry about...his younger brother, Shin, has run
away from home! Then, when a photo of Minami, Nakatsu and Sano appears in a girls' fashion magazine, the men of Hana-Kimi find themselves stalked...and propositioned!
Hana-Kimi (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 4 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-04-02 The popular gender-bender romance is now reissued as a 3-in-1 omnibus! Mizuki Ashiya has such a crush on a track
star named Izumi Sano that she moves from the U.S. to Japan to enroll in the all-male high school he goes to! Pretending to be a boy, Mizuki becomes Sano’s roommate…but
how can she keep such a big secret when she’s so close to the guy she wants? Mizuki has started modeling for the famous photographer Akiha Hara, but is he on to the fact that
she’s a girl? Later, Mizuki travels home to America only to find Sano and Nakatsu are there too! Sano seems to be getting along with her dad, but can Mizuki get through this visit
without her family revealing her secret?!
B.B. Explosion, Vol. 5 Yasue Imai 2005-04-12 For star-struck teenagers living in Okinawa, the first step to fame and fortune is an appearance on an American Idol-like TV show
called Boom Boom. If they can wangle their way onto this weekly program, they have a shot to become Japan's next big thing. But first, these pop-star wannabes must first enroll

in the big city's actor's school where competition between classmates is spirited and ruthless! With the help of her guardian angel, a gargoyle-like statue named Cesar, little Airi
begins taking classes at the school. One way or another, she's going to make her dreams come true! Through hard work, perseverance and undeniable talent, Airi has finally
become a big star in Tokyo. The public, it seems, can't get enough of the little schoolgirl with the big voice. But there's a whole big world out there beyond the shores of Japan. A
trip to New York is next on the singer's agenda. Does she have the charisma and star power to attract the attention of the music industry in Gotham City? As she flies over the
Manhattan skyline, Airi realizes that her new life is about to begin. She's ready to take her career to the next level. And she's ready for a little romance, too. Watch out America...
here comes Airi Ishikawa! You're going to fall in love with her!
Hana-Kimi, Volume 1 Hisaya Nakajo 2004 The Prettiest Boy In School...Isn't A Boy!Japanese-American track-and-field star Mizuki has gotten herself to transfer to a high school in
Japan...but not just any school! To be close to her idol, high jumper Izumi Sano, she's going to an all-guys' high school...and disguising herself as a boy! But as fate would have it,
they're more than classmates...they're roommates! Now, Mizuki must keep her secret in the classroom, the locker room, and her own bedroom. And her classmates?and the
school nurse?must cope with a new transfer student who may make them question their own orientation...Plus a bonus story, The Cage of Summer! Rated: T+
Sugar Princess: Skating To Win, Vol. 1 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-09-03 When Maya Kurinoki takes her little brother to the local ice-skating rink for the first time, she's got her hands full
just trying to get him to let go of the bar. To inspire a bit of bravery in him, she attempts a double axel--and lands it! Maya never imagined that this jump would change her life...or
that a coach named Eishi Todo would vow to make her a figure skating "princess"! Now all Maya has to do is convince famous skater Shun Kano to become her partner. Too bad
Shun doesn't want to have anything to do with her! -- VIZ Media
Boys Over Flowers, Vol. 8 Yoko Kamio 2004-10-26 Born into a middle class family and considered poor compared to her wealthy classmates, typical teenager Tsukushi Makino
deals with life, love, and new classmates after she is accepted into the prestigious Eitoku academy.
Sugar Princess: Skating To Win, Vol. 1 Hisaya Nakajo 2008-08-05 Ice Princess meets The Cutting Edge! When ice-skating novice Maya Kurinoki lands a double axel for the first
time, coach Eishi Todo sees her potential and vows to make her a figure skating "princess." All Maya has to do is convince famous skater Shun Kano to become her partner. Too
bad Shun doesn't want to have anything to do with her! When Maya Kurinoki takes her little brother to the local ice-skating rink for the first time, she's got her hands full just trying
to get him to let go of the bar. To inspire a bit of bravery in him, she attempts a double axel--and lands it! Maya never imagined that this jump would change her life...or that a
coach named Eishi Todo would vow to make her a figure skating "princess"! Now all Maya has to do is convince famous skater Shun Kano to become her partner. Too bad Shun
doesn't want to have anything to do with her!
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 14 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-09-17 Closer Quarters Plumbing problems erupt in Dorm 1, forcing the residents to move into Dorms 2 and 3. Mizuki must now deal with
two male roommates, one of whom introduces her to a dorm custom she could never have imagined! Dr. Umeda reflects on his past after hearing from an old friend, while Mizuki
and Sano find their mutual attraction pulling them ever closer to the brink! -- VIZ Media
B.B. Explosion, Vol. 2 Yasue Imai 2004-06-02 For star-struck teenagers living in Okinawa, the first step to fame and fortune is an appearance on an American Idol-like TV show
called Boom Boom. If they can wangle their way onto this weekly program, they have a shot to become Japan's next big thing. But first, these pop-star wannabes must first enroll
in the big city's actor's school where competition between classmates is spirited and ruthless! With the help of her guardian angel, a gargoyle-like statue named Cesar, little Airi
begins taking classes at the school. One way or another, she's going to make her dreams come true! Everybody who enrolls at the Okinawa Actors School has big dreams:
They're all hoping to sing and dance their way to the top of the Hit Parade. But show business is a fickle business as Airi Ishikawa is quickly finding out. Fresh off a big and
successful Boom Boom concert, she discovers that her friends -- and not her -- will be given an opportunity to pursue solo careers. Frustrated and dejected, she considers
dropping out of school. There's no doubt Airi's got all the talent in the world. The question remains, however: Does she have the inner strength needed to bounce back from the
occasional, yet inevitable, setback?
Hana-Kimi (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 8 Hisaya Nakajo 2014-04-01 The popular gender-bender romance is now reissued as a 3-in-1 omnibus! Mizuki Ashiya has such a crush on a track
star named Izumi Sano that she moves from the U.S. to Japan to enroll in the all-male high school he goes to! Pretending to be a boy, Mizuki becomes Sano’s roommate…but
how can she keep such a big secret when she’s so close to the guy she wants? Mizuki and Sano are now a couple in private, but she fears what will happen when he discovers
that she’s not a boy. Meanwhile, the dorm leaders have learned there is a girl living among them at Osaka High, and they are determined to find out who it is!
The Publishers Weekly 2008
Imadoki!, Vol. 4 Yuu Watase 2005-01-11 Imadoki! (Nowadays) follows the trials and tribulations of a budding horticulturist as she makes her way down the winding road to
friendship. From Yuu Watase, one of Japan's most beloved shôjo artists, Imadoki! packs comedic charm and heartfelt antics into an adorable bouquet of whimsical fantasy. When
Koki's mysterious older brother Yoji shows a blossoming interest in her, Tanpopo finds him hard to resist. In order to give her feelings for Koki a rest, Tanpopo quits the Gardening
Committee, and without her the club falls apart. Tanpopo has her hands full when her friends start aggressively recruiting her to rejoin the committee and Koki expresses his true

feelings for her. As usual, it is up to Tanpopo to make sure everything comes up roses!
Hana-Kimi (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 6 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-10-01 The popular gender-bender romance is now reissued as a 3-in-1 omnibus! Mizuki Ashiya has such a crush on a track
star named Izumi Sano that she moves from the U.S. to Japan to enroll in the all-male high school he goes to! Pretending to be a boy, Mizuki becomes Sano’s roommate…but
how can she keep such a big secret when she’s so close to the guy she wants? Sano’s younger brother Shin hasn’t forgiven him for leaving home five years ago. Now that Sano
and Shin are competing against each other in a high-jump event at Gakuin High, Sano is faltering under the emotional pressure. To make matters worse, Sano’s estranged father
shows up. Can Mizuki help Sano get his head back in the game?
Hana-Kimi (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 1 Hisaya Nakajo 2012-03-06 What happens when the hottest boy in school is a girl?!? Reads R to L (Japanese Style), for audiences T+. Mizuki
Ashiya has such a crush on a track star named Izumi Sano that she moves from the U.S. to Japan to enroll in the all-male high school he goes to! Pretending to be a boy, Mizuki
becomes Sano’s roommate…but how can she keep such a big secret when she’s so close to the guy she wants? Mizuki Ashiya is no slouch when it comes to a challenge. She’s a
star of track and field at her high school, after all. So when she falls for fellow athlete Izumi Sano, she figures out an ingenious plan to get close to him. Now she’s moved to Japan,
enrolled in the all-male high school Sano goes to, and become his roommate! How? She’s disguised herself as a boy! Whatever happens next, things are about to get seriously
complicated!
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